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Program Description
• Soyuz Docking to ISS Simulator 
― Built with Python and Blender
• Features
― Open Source Tools
― Rapid Prototyping
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Business Problem
• Soyuz Docking is one of the most dynamic phases of flight in ISS operations
― Training Flight Controllers is critical for Mission Success and Crew Safety
― Human Space Flight involves high risk
• Currently Soyuz Docking is not a phase of flight that is trained in an integrated 
environment due to lack of adequate simulation tools
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Business Problem
• International Space Station (ISS) EVA Suit Water Intrusion High Visibility Close Call IRIS 
Case Number: S–2013–199–00005 Recommendations
― R17: The ISS Program should ensure that FMEA/CILs related to fastpaced failure 
scenarios (visiting vehicles, on-board emergency response, software transition issues, 
and serious system hardware failures) are regularly updated, studied, and used in 
training for flight controllers as well as engineering and safety personnel.
― R18: As the success of the ISS Program continues, the ISS Program must institute 
requirements and behaviors that combat the tendency towards complacency by 
requiring regular training by all teams in the safety critical aspects of failures related to 
fastpaced scenarios (visiting vehicles, on-board emergency response, software 
transition issues, and serious system hardware failures).
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Business Problem
• Dynamic phases of flight that are trained in integrated environment
― Reboost/Debris Avoidance Maneuver
― HTV/Dragon/Cygnus Rendezvous, Capture and Berthing
― EVA
―Major Failures
― Emergencies
― Soyuz/Progress Docking/Undocking
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Technology Solution
• A simulation tool to bridge the gap between current simulation 
capabilities/limitations 
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Technology Solution
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Technology Solution
• Tools Used
― Blender: 3D modeling
― Excel: Data Manipulation
― Python: Integration of data and 3D models
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Technology Solution
• Tool Structure
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Technology Solution
• Blender
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Technology Solution
• Blender
―Models from NASA 3D Resources (public): https://nasa3d.arc.nasa.gov/
― Instructors determine the camera views
―Model / camera / lighting/ flight path created in Blender
― Rendezvous profile scene rendered
 Each image requires 30 seconds of render time
 40 minutes requires 2400 frames at 1 frame / second
 Total rendering time approximately 20 hours per machine
― A text file with location of images is generated by user
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Technology Solution
• Blender
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Technology Solution
• Excel Data Manipulation
― VVO provides data that drives the display
― Data manipulated to be Blender and Python 
readable
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Technology Solution
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Technology Solution
• Python
― Reads text file with location of Blender images
― Reads text file with VVO data
― Loop: 
 Displays specified image from table
 Displays specified telemetry from table
 Iterate 
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Technology Solution
• Python
― Libraries: 
 NumPy
 Pandas
 Matplotlib
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Technology Solution
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• Python
Technology Solution
• Logistics
― Graphics and telemetry cannot be generated in real time (currently)
― Number of rendering workstations reduce rendering time
• Cost
― Open Source (no cost)
― 10 hours of prototype development
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Future Roadmap
• Allow the capability to render 3D model and data in real time 
• Investigate integration to existing simulators (Space Station Training Facility / TS21 Simulator)
• Train users on tool operations and improvements
• Apply to other simulators / programs / customers
― Axiom
― Boeing
― Sierra Nevada
― SpaceX
―…
• This is one of many possible solutions to solve the problem
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